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The Toxicity of Hydrogen - One of The Worst Poisons Ever
Hydrogen causes the WORST
Pollution. Its Toxic effects; NOW
EXPOSED
NO LONGER will those of us in the
fields of Chemistry, Engineering,
Mathematics, Physics and other
sciences be silent. For many
years I have observed that a variety of different forms of Hydrogen
cause a form of pollution that has
a seriously destructive effect on
human beings. It is particularly
TOXIC to the human mind and it
can render your body and entire
life useless. The toxic effect of Hydrogen I am exposing is Mind Pollution. A mind can get so fouled
up with the junk science, kook
physics and other BS that the real
science of physics and chemistry
are simply lost in the mush.
The main culprits for the spread of
all this intolerable mind pollution
are all of the water fuel idiots, H2O
retards and over unity nut cases.
Unfortunately, the only reason
those of you who fall into these
categories have been able to exist
is because politeness and political correctness has moved those
of us in the sciences to SILENCE.
Like a cancer you’ve been allowed
to grow to the point where you
not only believe the crap you’re
selling, but you’ve put the crap
into a blender, whipped it into
a foam, added garlic, bottled it,
labeled it Italian and are now
selling it to everyone. Whipped
bottled garlic flavored crap is still
100% crap. If you tried over and

over to sell this crap in the college chemistry courses I took, the
instructor would have ended up
humiliating you in front of the
class for your continual proselytizing of junk science. The first one
or two times you’d be listened to
and then corrected with the real
chemistry but the 3rd time you
tried to sell your pollution you’d
of been removed from the class or
told in no uncertain terms to shut
up. You might of FAILED the class
as well. If you want someone
to listen to what you think, then
take poli-sci. One of my favorite
chemistry professors was the late
Dr. E. J. Stry. A WWII B29 pilot, an
AF general and still in the reserves
when he taught us. There is no
way a professor like Dr. Stry would
allow this junk science to exist in
his class for even 1 second.
There is being wrong or asking
stupid questions and then there
is the toxic mind pollution babble
that emits from peoples mouths
without a connection to the brain.
In the field of instruction we deal
with the first 2 all the time. We
educate, show, illustrate and inform. The continual onslaught of
junk science greatly undermines
our teaching efforts. It is the
height of science to try to prove
hypotheses and theories wrong
through sound scientific methods. That’s called good science.
However, 2+2=4 is NOT some
hypothesis up for debate. It’s
never 4.1 nor 3.9999, no matter
how many times you try or how

willing you are to give other answers a chance. 2+2 still equals 4
period- always. To try to say 2+2 is
not equal to 4 in a non-imaginary
base 10 system is like saying you
have the magic formula to turn
rocks into gold. The same goes
for water fuel, kook physics and
the hho junk. It never worked, it
never will work because its based
on 2+2 > 4.
Too many wonderful people with
hopes and dreams, who had
limited scientific knowledge, but
a desire to learn more, have sold
their only cow for such magic
beans and junk formulas. To willfully pollute the mind of someone
who is curious and wants to learn
more about the chemistry and
physics of energy with hho water
fuel crap instead of real science is
called RAPE. To take their money
for junk science is called FRAUD.
It is the height of excellence in
science to stand up for what we
know to be true. For all people in
the fields of the sciences and education, if you ignore junk science,
and fail to immediately confront
and expose it for the falsehood
that it is then you are a coward.
You’ve turned traitor to all of
those who paved the way before
us for the great science we work
in today with your silence.
Chief among these false gods
of junk science is stanley ‘the
saddam hussain of hydrogen’
meyers, who single handedly has

done more damage to the field
of hydrogen and energy than the
Hindenburg ever did. This charlatan is now dead. Unfortunately
the junk science he infected so
many with was not buried with
him. Instead, with his passing
the bile he spewed has spread
further than ever. When you see
a public urinal installed over this
SOB’s grave, you’ll know who put
it there. Seldom do I even say
this nut case’s name for even the
uttering of it is blasphemy to the
pioneers of our fields. By the way,
the kook-physics and junk science
of dingle, newman, ‘joe’, brown,
boyce, geet, picc and many others
is all the same; just different idiots
with different names for whatever
their flavored bottle of crap is.

At KnowledgePublications.com
/ www.USH2.com we do not
accept sales from those making purchases with money from
prostitution, drugs, Indian casinos or federal grants. All four of
these are the same and now we’ll
add the hho idiots and water
fuel retards to this group. So, for
those of you who do not want to
purchase from us because I’ve just
hit a nerve in your polluted mind
or insulted one of your false gods
– well you know where the door
is – get out before my foot shoves
your rear end out.
For everyone else, I’ve raised the
flag and fired the cannons. Ride
to the sound of the guns and
rally to our standard. I’ve recently
seen too many good people, with

hopes and dreams robbed and
bamboozled by those pushing
their flavor of junk science. We
will be silent no more. We will be
silent no more!
My sincere thanks and gratitude
for the attention, questions,
suggestions, ideas, encouragement, patronage and support I’ve
gotten from so many of you over
the many years. I could NOT have
done this without all of you. We
will continue to have our fingers
on your pulse and if we see it
flutter... know that we’ll jump in
with life support. None of us here
will ever let you down, nor will we
ever fail to stand up for what is
right.

Underhood On-Demand Hydrogen Generator BULL SHIT
In a letter from Steven Harris to
David Blume, Steven Wrote: Dave,
You wanted a good answer for all
of the people writing you about
the hho stupidity and hysteria. I’ll
try to keep the answer as short
and to the point as I can. The first
thing to say is that the whole hho,
ooh, hoh, ho ho ho or what ever...
is complete BULLSHIT. Along with
hydroxy, cold electricity, pulsed
current and any flavor they want
to put on it, it is all 100% junk science. Won’t work, never worked,
won’t ever work and the same
goes for stanley “saddam hussain of hydrogen” meyers. My
response regarding this huckster,
who makes Barnum and Bailey
looked as innocent as a preachers virgin daughter, has become,
“Are you stupid.. its W A T E R.”
You drink it, you piss it and you
put fires out with it. I have stated

publicly that when I find the grave
of this SOB I’m going to have a
public urinal installed over it. This
idiot did more damage to the field
of hydrogen than the hindenberg.
Water is not a fuel. Every piece of
hydrogen you can get to is chemically bound to something else and
it takes MORE energy to separate
it, then you can get from it.
Here is the fact regarding hydrogen as a boosting agent with
other fuels (gas, diesel, kerosene
etc..). You MUST have at least 5%
to 10% Hydrogen by BTU content
for the hydrogen combustion to
dominate the combustion of the
other fuel. Its like having a room
full of big logs. Drop a match
on the logs. Do they burn ? No..
they do not. The match goes out.
Now put gasoline on 1 of every 10

logs. I mean put a cup of gasoline
on 1 out of 10 logs and space it
out evenly. Now drop your match
on the logs. What happens. 1 of
10 of the logs are now burning
nicely. The gasoline is burning the
wood log and that wood log gets
burning nice and it spreads to the
other 90% of the logs and you get
a big fire.
These hho idiots think this is
what they are doing when ALL
they are doing is putting about
3 drops of gasoline on ONE log
in the entire room full of wood
logs. A few drops..that’s it. The
hydrogen made from their JOKE
of an electrolyzer is smaller than a
fart from a mouse in a hurricane.
Put 3 drops of gasoline on one
of the logs and light it. You get
a nice little flame for 30 seconds
and then it goes out. The room

Steven Harris to the hho idiots, “You are to be shamed into humiliation, tared and
feathered and run out of town and made to feel the retard you are for selling your
only cow for magic beans.”

full of wood does not burn. The
SAME thing goes on with the
mouse fart of hydrogen in the car
engine. NOTHING. ZERO.. ZIP..
ZILCH. NADA. Do you get the
picture? But of course then they
say, ? The oxygen helps.? Well if
the hydrogen is a mouse fart in a
hurricane, the increase in oxygen
from the joke of an electrolyzer is
flea fart in a hurricane (yes fleas
fart). Its about the same increase
in oxygen you get from driving down a 10 foot hill. Go up a
hill and you get less air and less
oxygen. Go down a hill and you
get more oxygen. So..Yeah..right..
big improvement with the extra
oxygen. I don’t think so.
These electrolyzers that they
make in quart mason jars, or what
ever, are jokes. Most of them
could not even be 10% on a good
day. We’ve shown the math how
even a 90%, or even a 100% efficient electrolyzers, could NEVER
help a vehicle, even if you had 6
alternators driving it, so their joke
of an electrolyzer they are making in a mason jar, will never do
anything especially when even a
world class electrolyzer would do
NOTHING.
But I will tell you what they are
doing:
1. Its damn inefficient, so what
happens to the 90% or 95% or
99.94% of the energy that goes
into the electrolyzer that does not
electrolyze water? It goes where
all energy goes, it goes to HEAT. It
heats up the water. The hho idiot
will show you his joke of a toy on
a bench with soap bubbles and
he’ll make a few bubbles and put
a match to it and get a big BANG,
and this takes tens of seconds
or minutes to build up, and here

they think this is going on under
the hood. HA. So they fool you
with this little magic trick over a
minute and make you think its
happening 900 times a minute,
which is what you get at 1800
RPM in a car, 900 detonations a
minute. Lets see, one detonation
a minute... to one detonation every (60 / 900) 0.067 seconds, that’s
a big difference.
2. So the joke of an electrolyzer
is making a bunch of heat. Then
what do these retards do? They
put it under the hood of their car.
What is the temperature UNDER the hood of a car? Well the
average temperature under the
hood is at least the temperature
of the air coming off the radiator,
and that temperature is almost
the temperature of your thermostat displayed on your dash. In
a gasoline vehicle this is EASILY
OVER 200F. Commonly over 220F.
You add in that heat, plus the
heat from the exhaust manifold
(can be 600F easy), the engine
(300F) and anything else under
the hood, plus the heat from the
inefficiency of the electrolyzer
and you have made a darn good
steam generator. That’s what you
see on youtube when someone
shows their unit blowing ‘gas’ on
a video. Of course they are not
igniting this gas because this gas
is steam. But the hho hucksters
want you to think this is not H2O
in a gas form...but its hho which
is some magical system that
makes it separate from the world
of chemicals and now 2+2=5 or
what ever. Just repeat after me...
its W A T E R. Water... steam.. water. NOT A FUEL.. WATER.
Ok..so you you’re shoving a bunch
of steam into the air intake of the
engine. What does this do. First

it displaces air going into the engine. You can only have so much
going in a cylinder and if you’re
putting in steam then you’re not
getting as much air. That means
you are not getting as much
oxygen. So what does it mean
when you put in too little oxygen?
That means any fuel going into
the engine is now too high so
the car runs RICH. What happens
when the car engine computer
and exhaust sensors senses a rich
operation (part of the emissions).
The car reduces the amount of
fuel to match the amount of
oxygen coming in the air intake.
Just like it would if it was driving
up Pikes Peak to 14,000 feet. ( Yes,
I’ve driven development vehicles
up pikes peak loaded with instrumentation.)
What happens when the vehicle
shoots less fuel into a cylinder
to match a reduced amount of
air? You get less power!!! OMG..a
miracle!! OK. Less power means
you do NOT accelerate as fast, do
not drive as fast, you get to up to
speed slower etc... What happens when you STEP on the pedal
of a corvette...? BANG you are
flying down the road fast. What
happens when you step on the
pedal of a 1 liter 3 cylinder geo
metro? Bbrrrr...slowly you accelerate. So what you have done by
adding STEAM ( W A T E R) into
the engine is you’ve turned your
corvette high power engine into a
low power geo metro engine that
goes from 0 to 60 in 20 seconds.
That’s IT !!! NOTHING ELSE. Your
ENTIRE ‘fuel economy increase’
that people are ‘reporting’ is 100%
from them LIGHTFOOTING their
driving. They’re driving like Ms.
Daisy and not like a teen age
idiot. It is EASY to get a 25%, 33%,
maybe even a bigger increase in

your fuel economy by changing
how you drive. Its ALL in YOUR
FOOT. It that simple, but people
don’t want a simple answer. We
have done this. It works. That is
the answer and that is how simple
it is. Its your foot.
Want to see if this works? Do this.
Go to the craft store and get some
clay that dries hard in the air. Put
the soft moist clay under the gas
pedal of your car. Now drive very
slowly and easy to the highway.
Don’t push down too hard. When
on the highway push down on the
gas pedal enough such that you
are now just going 60 miles per
hour. That’s all you need to do.
Just drive very slowly to 60 miles
per hour. It might take 30 seconds
for you to get there. Now let that
clay harden up in the air so that’s
the furthest you can press the
accelerator down. When the clay
is hard, if you are going up hill,

you’re not going 60 mph, if you
are on a flat road and you have a
stiff head wind.. you’re not going
60. If you have a good tail wind or
are driving going down hill.. you
can go over 60. This will get you
the same or better fuel economy
than the idiot hho steam generator. (its W A T E R... not a fuel.) Its
all in your foot. Don’t believe me?
Go ask a Honda Insight driver.
They have the vehicle fuel economy on a BIG display on the dash.
The vehicle is actually TEACHING
YOU to drive gently. It teaches
you to coast to a stop, it teaches
you to accelerate gently. It shows
you instantly the fuel economy
difference between 75 and 60
miles per hour. It teaches you to
be a better fuel economy driver.
It teaches you to light foot your
driving. The hho steam generator
MAKES you a light footed driver.
The clay under the gas pedal
MAKES you a light footed driver.

RANDOM THOUGHTS
--------------------------------Roy McAlister, myself and many others
have always tried to be polite and explain
the science to these hho idiots. Roy has
an entire chapter in his book on the real
science and math. I have 45 minutes on
it in my 3.5 hour Hydrogen Car and MultiFuel DVD showing the real math. It just
does not matter, the polluted minds don’t
believe us. I have stopped being nice to
these idiots, these enemies of hydrogen,
science and chemistry and I am treating
them as the vermin they are. They are a
plague on the field we have spent our life
working in. They are to be berated, humiliated and shunned for their continual
stupidity and thrown out of our field of
hydrogen and into the leper colony. If you
are an hho water fuel idiot reading this
then shame on you, you idiot. Go away,
you are not wanted anywhere near us.

The hho in your brain makes you a
retarded driver.
If these hho idiots that swallowed
the load of junk from some other
idiot about the hho stupidity put
all of that time and effort from
building plates and spacers and
pulse width generators and cold
electricity modules and northern
magnets with alien space dust,
if they took all of that wasted
time and put it in something that
WORKS like ethanol fuel alcohol
from food waste, or grain waste,
or growing cat tails, or a back
yard methane digester or alcohol cracking into hydrogen and
carbon monoxide for real vehicle
boosting then there would be a
wealth of good knowledge for the
average person to use... rather
than the water fantasy that everyone wants to chase. Its W A T E R...
are you stupid?

We send these out as a .pdf so you
can forward it. Please forward our
newsletter ! Please print out our
newsletter and give them away as
well. Its an 8.5x11 PDF so its easy to
print on any printer.
Want to be the FIRST to get the Dirty
Energy Newsletter? I publish it every
time I get a chance to write, or something really stupid is in the news or I
get really pissed. :)
Send an email to
dirtyme@knowledgepublications.com

You’ll get a confirmation email that
you must click an OK or something
inside of it, and then you’ll get another confirmation, and then you’re
ALL OURS for abuse !! p.s. We’re the
only one who emails you, NO ONE
else. You’re OURS, so we don’t rent,
lease or sell your info.

NEW NEW NEW
We have an online
radio show each
WEDNESDAY at 8PM
EST. We have a call in
phone number and
we have important
guests. Call in and ask
Steve your question
about Energy.
www.BlogTalkRadio.
com/knowpub
www.BlogTalkRadio.com/knowpub

You can also LISTEN to
our PAST radio shows
ANYTIME at the above
address. Go there and
listen in :)

Stuff we like, Resources for You, & Hands on Stuff We Sell
Carbonite has SAVED MY REAR END, my data on at least TWO occasions. I trust them, you can too. - Steven Harris

double click on image above for the link
I have been using 1automationwiz for our KnowledgePublications.com shopping cart for many years. We like it, its grown,
and if you are looking for a great cart, double click on the above
graphic.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on twitter, get the latest updates, see video and newsletters before others do. We get feedback on our stuff from our
twitter folks before we release stuff.
www.twitter.com/knowpub

double click on image above for the link
We have carbonite on all of our main computers to backup our
books and data and stuff we can’t afford to loose. Carbonite
backs stuff up in the background to the carbonite servers on the
net. There IS NO GIG LIMIT and its encrypted and secure.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on youTUBE, and youtube will let you know when we
add more great videos for you to see.
www.youtube.com/knowub

This is us. This is our website where we have our books and our DVDs that WE PUBLISH. We print them, we publish them, we distribute
them. www.KnowledgePublications.com is our main and original website, but its a LONG name and not as easy to use in advertising
and thus why I use www.USH2.com on different advertising. Its us, its the same thing.

Get 10% off ANYTHING at www.USH2.com with the promo code:

dirtyme10

Steven Harris can Teach this class LIVE in your City. Details on the site.
Get the best damn science on the effects of CO2 in the Atmosphere, its easy, its here:
http://tinyurl.com/co2science

